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A 6 day intensive Mindfulness-based retreat with
Nic Morrey, Carla Van Laar, James Daley,
Ketut Arsana, Hamid Ebadi, & Tim Stephenson

Some Guidelines for deepening relational intimacy
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Notes:

Make your connection a priority
Cultivate intimacy with all that you are
Allow everything to serve your healing, awakening and relational deepening
Do not allow your conditioning to make your choices
Don’t confuse accepting your partner with accepting what he or she does
Don’t let what is working in your relationship obscure what isn’t
Share what is most difficult to communicate
Do not call the whole relationship into question when you are fighting or upset with
your partner
Remember there is no such thing as a negative emotion
Trust your partner with your mistrust
Do not confuse fusion with intimacy
Do whatever it takes to de-numb
Choose to see from where in yourself a particular choice is emerging
Gaze at your partner with fresh eyes
When your mind is overactive, shift your attention from thinking to feeling
Give generously but don’t over-give
Treat your relationship as a sacred adventure
Don’t confuse your inner critic with your conscience
Relate to your reactivity rather than from it
Neither force nor avoid commitment
Remember that anger and love can coexist
Be vulnerable, finding a source of strength in your vulnerability
Remember that healthy challenge is not an attack, even when it is fiery
Don’t let your strengths camouflage your weaknesses
Take conflict as an opportunity to grow, including when you don’t want to
Remember that emotion and rationality work best when they work together
Remember that the more intimate we are with our pain, the less we suffer
Don’t take your partner for granted
Breathe integrity into all that you do
Don’t let the desire for harmony obstruct the stands you need to take
Embrace and protect the child in you without identifying with him or her
Keep making your connection a priority
Put no limit on how deep your relationship can go
Meditate
Deepen your emotional literacy
Don’t delay saying you’re sorry
Keep working on yourself
Don’t tolerate disrespect
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Doubt your doubts
Remember that without attachment, there would be no compassion
Instead of collapsing your boundaries to include your partner, expand then to include him
or her
Cease identifying with your inner critic
If you’re on egg shells with your partner, get off them
Practice with the little blows, so that when the big blows come, they don’t blow you
away
Don’t keep your shadow in the dark
Remember that in an intimate relationship, there is no plan B, no bypassing of feeling, no
indulgence in disconnection
Allow love and awareness to function as one
Communicate with your partner with respect, even when you are angry at him or her
Soften without losing your spine or dignity
Listen until there is no self-conscious centre of hearing, but only listening
Don’t let your shame mutate into aggression (whether aimed at your partner or yourself)
Turn toward your pain and difficulty, step by conscious step
Instead of using sex to generate connection, let sex be an expression of already present,
already established connection
Do not get negative about your negativity
When you fight, do so cleanly and with heart, until you are fighting for the relationship
Remember that compassion that obstructs our capacity to confront is not really compassion, but only neurotic tolerance
Do not shame your partner
Stop eroticizing your wounds and distress
Remember that our past remains present until we bring our awakened presence and compassion into it
Allow your relationship with your partner to deepen your relationship with all that is
Do not allow your anger to turn into aggression
Look with compassion upon whatever is unhealed in you and your partner
Take charge of your charge
Do not allow your spirituality to distance you from your humanity
When you lose touch with your partner, re-establish it as soon as possible
Do not let resentment and guilt to take root
Give yourself without giving yourself away
Remember the deeper you dive, the less you will mind upsetting waves
Release sex—and everything else—from the obligation to make you feel better
Let your morality be a reminder to truly cherish your partner, remembering that avoiding
death deadens us
Practice being grateful when you least feel like doing so
Open even when it hurts to open
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Make a note of what you will commit to now, in your present or future relationship.
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Harville Hendrix, PhD, and Helen LaKelly Hunt, PhD.
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1. The Connection
Is your relationship primed for romance?
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2. The Rupture
Predicting the couple break up
When the studies couples were in Gottman’s ‘Love Lab’, he asked them to argue and resolve a conflict.
Findings show that it is not if they argue but how they argue that makes the difference in the relationship. Four
signs of possible relational problems/divorce:
1. Harsh startup - i.e. how discussions (especially emotion-laden topics) are started. Harsh startup are those
conversation start-ups laden with criticism and sarcasm - which are forms of contempt.
2. Four horsemen of the apocalypse: they are toxic to a relationship
a. Criticism – instead of a specific complaint (about a given action or situation): better to complain about the
action as opposed to criticize the person for who the person is. Saying: “what’s wrong with you” is a great
way to build your divorce.
b. Contempt: sarcasm and cynicism are examples of contempt and do wonders towards your divorce! It is
even bad for your immune system! Contempt can be seen in things like rolling eyes, sneering, mockery and
hostile humour. Contempt is the most poisonous to a relationship than any other “horsemen”. Sometimes,
contempt is offered in the guise of high “moral” standards. Contempt also affects the couple’s immune system.
Belligerence is similar to contempt. Contempt is fuelled by long-standing negative thoughts.
a. Defensiveness: explaining/defending oneself in light of attack actually does not have the desired effect, as
it tends to have an underlying blaming counter-attack, such as in: “it’s not me, it is actually you”.
b. Stonewalling: one of the partners eventually tunes out, after the aforementioned issues - because s/he is
overwhelmed. No non-verbal cues of listening are given. It gives a message of “I do not care”. In 85% of
cases, the stonewall-er is the husband, usually for evolutionary reasons, as the man’s physiological stress
systems are more reactive and take longer to calm down, while women can soothe themselves calm faster.
Women can physiologically calm down faster, and men’s physiology will more likely than women only calm
itself down independently, after retaliatory action.
3. Flooding: people stonewall to protect against flooding response to harsh startups or the Four Horsemen.
Flooding is the defenceless, shell-shocked feeling after the barrage of criticisms, contempt or defensiveness.
People in such states become hyper-vigilant that spouse is “just about to blow at me again”. This state of
mind, only reflexive responses could be expected due to the physiological “fight-or-flight” state of the flooded
partner. Only is the above factors are a routine occurrence is the marriage in dire straits. The occasionally
flooding can be tolerated by a stable relationship.
4. Body language: physiological changes during flooding (i.e. endocrine, heart-rate) can predict divorce for
two reasons: 1) distress when dealing with the other; 2) hard to have a productive problem-solving discussion
when distressed.
5. Failed repair attempts: emotional repairs lower stress levels and conflict. But if the repair attempts fail to
avoid the flooding stage of conflict, then the couple is likely to have relational difficulties. i.e. when the four
horsemen rule the pattern of the couple’s communication, then repair attempts are often not even noticed.
Feedback loop: the more “four horsemen”, the more flooding, and then repair attempts are not noticed, until
eventually the partner withdraws. Positive sentiment override predicts the success of repair attempts. Four
horsemen predict divorce by 82%. Add in the failed-repair attempts, and prediction percentage runs in the 90s.
On the other hand, having the four horsemen, but with successful repair attempts, a stable relationship is
likely. But when four horsemen moved in for good, repair attempts are incredibly hard to attempt, accept or
even notice.
6. Bad memories: when past is re-written in a negative hue, divorce chances really go up! i.e. do you gain
strength or negativity from the adversity that you weathered together. How people frame the situation could
lead to further negativity or positivity or reasonability, etc…. When the couple has negatively re-written their
relationship, they are at the end stage of their marriage. They could talk calmly (i.e. distantly!!!!) about their
conflict. They may appear like they are doing relatively well. This calm is not to say that their conflicts were
superficial, but that the couple has emotionally divorced! But such relationships could be salvaged too, i.e. not
only by the communication (i.e. startups, horsemen issues) and effective repairing, but also by increasing
friendship -i.e. improving things too when the couple is not fighting.
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The Love Lab
John Gottman (et al) made a “Love Lab” where they studied couples (recorded, physiologically monitored,
etc.). They devised a 91% successful way of predicting divorce – which can be observed with a 5 minute
observation Based on empirical studies, Gottman claims that couples therapy will not work long term because
often, the essential ingredients are not tapped into. In emotionally intelligent marriages, a dynamic is
established where negative thoughts and feelings are kept from overwhelming the positive ones.
Stats:
Over 40 year period, 67% of first marriages will break up. Half of divorces occur within the first 7 years.
People who stay married live 4 years longer. Bad marriages lead to physiological and psychological stresses,
and thus consequences (i.e. increase in: high blood pressure, heart disease, anxiety, depression, suicide,
violence, psychosis, homicide, substance abuse). Immune system gets depressed because in divorcees.
Heightened marital stress also has an effect on the children’s physiology and their behaviours. A peaceful
divorce is better than an hostile marriage.
Self-reports are seen by Gottman as erroneous. i.e. abused women will indicate that they are happy. But when
interviewed one-on-one, in a setting which they feel safe, their agony is revealed.
Gottman tries to follow up with his research couples in the long-term.
Gottman claims that working on communication and/or conflict resolution does not lead to happier marriages.
The commonly advised “I” statements, “active listening”, validation and empathy may be helpful, but it is not
necessarily the decisive factor in a couple’s relationship’s improvement. Conflict resolution is not the decisive
factor as happily married couples may have a lot of conflict, and may not validate when angry at each other.
Rather it is the positive sentiments overriding the negative ones.
Myths
1. neurosis or personality problems ruin marriage: not true: we all have quirks! It is how you deal with
them.
2. common interests keep people together: it may or may not be true – but it is all in the “how” you do things
together.
3. reciprocity keeps a good relationship: WRONG!!!!! It is reciprocity – i.e. keeping a tab on things – which
is BAD for the relationship. Instead: the happy couples just do thing because they feel happy about the relationship.
4. Avoiding conflict will ruin your marriage: saying tough things “as is” and not saying those tough things
(i.e. “putting things under the rug”) are polar positions, and both not necessarily good or bad. It is whether
both partners are satisfied with the pervasive approach.
5. Affairs are the root causes of divorce: not true! Affairs happen because there is a problem in the
relationship. The relational problems which send people into divorce also send
people into affairs. Affairs are usually about sex. 20-27% of surveyed divorcees
said that an affair was even partially to blame for the divorce.
6.
Men are not biologically built for marriage: it is more complex: the
statistics show that the more that women enter the workforce, the more they
have affairs to the equal extent to men.
7.
Men and women are from different planets: i.e. “men are from Mars and
women are from Venus” – is the famous phrase. Gender differences may
contribute to marriage difficulties, but do not cause them. There are underlying
common factors which both genders want from a relationship: 70% of both men
and women said that friendship is the key to satisfying relationship, and much is
affected by it (i.e. sex, romance, passion).
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2. The Rupture...continued
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3. The Repair
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The Repair... continued

W.F Harley, His Needs, Her Needs. Building an affair-proof marriage
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The Repair... continued
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